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Dear Mrs. Merkel:
May it please the Immaculate Virgin Mary with Her Child Jesus!
In the name of Madonna and Child, to whom these come as present, greeting!
About twenty years ago, we had the pleasure of touring Germany, visiting many towns, churches and
villages in Baden-Württemberg and staying with many German families. We recall with pleasure, the
generosity and warmth of welcome. We also visited Nuremberg and marvelled at intensity still present
and the contrast between war and peace and asked the LORD to guide our steps so that we may do the
will of the LORD and safeguard His creation.
The LORD has since shown us exactly how ‘God’s Law’, that is the bible, of both the Torah and the
Gospel of Our Lord Jesus Christ, released to the common man by Martin Luther, the ancient, ever new
‘constitution’, has shaped and shall continue to shape the history of the world we live in, right here in
our lovely Earth.
Our Open Letters to Russia1 have achieved what Napoleon and Hitler failed to achieve. Substantial
benefits are already being received by the German and European people, despite the Cyprus crisis 2.
Our Open Letter to President Obama of the United States follows.
With or without the NSA, our LORD knows exactly who is thinking what, for the nature of the LORD is
that He is the World-Mind that keeps the ‘matter’ and ‘space-time’ in our body and the external world
in His mind, which we therefore perceive to be distinct and objective to our ego, symbolised as the devil.
The complexity and completeness of His thought encompasses all possible outcomes. It is for us to
strive for Holy Peace, to overcome our differences and recognise the unity of “Our Father which art in
heaven, Hallowed be thy name”, YHVH, the blessed Almighty One who has Mercy with His World.
Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
+41 43 508 1447
+44 1234 816 393
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